
‘Landscapes & Lives’
Educator’s Pack



This pack contains information 
regarding the themes of the 
‘Landscapes and Lives’ gallery. On our 
website you can find further resources 
to explore and activities that can be 
undertaken within and outwith the 
gallery.

In the ‘Landscapes and Lives’ gallery 
you can find out about the changing 
landscapes in and around Dundee, 
and the people, animals and other 
living things who came to inhabit the 
area. 

Covering an extensive period of 
time, from an early geological age 
to approximately 1850, the gallery 
explores how and why the landscape 
around Dundee has changed 
immensely over time. 

Discover why groups of people 
settled here and how Dundee grew 
from a small, scattered settlement to 
a major city with strong national and 
international connections.
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Changing Landscapes
Powerful natural forces have shaped the landscape of Dundee over millions of years. 
Ancient volcanoes and rivers formed the basic landscape of rocks and hills. Closer to 
our time, vast sheets of ice scoured the land, carving and changing the ancient terrain.

These changes created the landscape we see today. But the forces of nature, and the 
actions of human beings, are still transforming both the look and the use of the land 
around us. 



Topic Overview

The key messages of the ‘Changing Landscapes’ topic are: 

Powerful natural forces, and humans, have shaped the landscape of Dundee over millions of years.

Dundee is built on rocks that were formed 400 million years ago, when there was a very hot and dry 
climate.

As the Ice Age ended and the climate warmed, a new landscape was formed which was the basis of the 
landscape we have today. 

Plants and animals experienced very harsh conditions in the Ice Age and needed to be specially 
adapted to survive.

Interactive Resources in the Gallery

Multimedia - “Changing Landscapes”

This interactive ‘virtual time machine’ allows visitors to explore aspects of the local environment 400 
million years ago (Devonian Age), 18,000 years ago (Ice Age) and 10,000 years ago (Holocene).

AV - “Local Wildlife”

This audio-visual presentation, shows a selection of local wildlife, both plants and animals with film 
footage of the habitats in which they live.  

 Suggested Activities

Investigate your Local Area

Research examples of the different types of habitats that exist in your local area. Where can you find 
a Moorland, Mountain, Seashore, Wetland or Woodland? Visit these habitats and try to find different 
examples of plants and animals that live there. This could be expanded on by working as a group to 
create a large collage map of the local area, featuring different habitats and creatures.

Drama Exercise

Imagine you lived during the different periods of time explored in this gallery. What would the hot 
climate of the Devonian Age feel like? What different rare and extinct animals might you see during the 
Ice Age? What sounds would you hear in the Woodland habitat? What might you smell at the Seashore? 
Use your senses; sight, smell, sound, taste and touch, to explore all of the places examined in this topic.    

Changing Landscapes
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The Devonian Period

Dundee is built on rocks that formed around 400 million years ago 
during a time called the Devonian period. 

Back then, Scotland was part of a landmass south of the equator, with 
a very hot and dry climate. Volcanoes spewed red hot lava across the 
land and vast rivers laid down layers of sand and gravel.  Over time, these 
layers slowly compressed to form rock.

Most of Dundee’s landscape is made from two different types of rock 
created in the Devonian Age, around 400 million years ago - sedimentary 
rock and igneous rock. The different properties of these two rock types have helped to shape the city.

Igneous rocks are formed when molten rock cools and becomes solid. Dundee Law, for example, is the 
remains of an underground river of molten rock that cooled and hardened.

Sedimentary rocks, like sandstone, are formed from debris carried and deposited by water. The 
sandstone around Dundee tells us there were many vast rivers.

Some rocks also give us evidence of Devonian life, with their fossils of plants and animals. 

Life in the Water and on Land

Life flourished in the broad rivers and huge lakes found around Dundee 
in the Devonian Age.

Many kinds of plants and invertebrates lived in the water with some 
species starting to move out onto the land. Fish were so plentiful and 
varied that the Devonian Age is often called ‘The Age of Fish.’ Many of 
these Devonian fish types are rare or extinct today. 

In the Devonian Age, plants and animals began to live on the land.

Plants slowly moved from the rivers and lakes to colonise the wet, muddy banks. These new land 
plants had simple structures at first, with no leaves. 

Invertebrates followed the plants, leaving the water to explore these new habitats. Towards the end of 
the Devonian period, the first vertebrates began to leave the water and explore the land.

Built of Fire and Water



The Ice Age

Ice transformed Dundee’s landscape in the Ice Age.

There were cold periods, spread over the last two million years, 
where great sheets of ice advanced across the land. In between 
the cold periods the climate was warmer, and the ice shrank back 
to the mountain tops or disappeared completely.

The Ice Age was at its peak around 18,000 years ago. Glaciers up 
to one kilometre thick covered Scotland, and the climate was cold 
and dry. The glaciers scraped the land into new shapes and created 
the landscape we see today.

Passing glaciers left signs in Dundee’s landscape that you can still see today. Scratches on rocks, and 
the shapes of valleys and hills, show where the ice once flowed.

Debris left behind when the ice melted formed distinctive features in the landscape. As the ice grew 
and shrank and grew again, sea levels changed several times, leaving traces of beaches that are now 
far inland.

Life in the Freezer

Conditions in the Ice Age would sometimes have been very harsh. 
Animals and plants needed to be specially adapted to survive. 

Animals could not survive on the ice sheet itself. Instead they lived 
beyond the edges of the ice, taking over new ground when the ice 
retreated.

Many of these species are no longer found in Scotland. 
Some retreated North to colder countries as the climate warmed, and 
some became extinct.

Land Carved by Ice
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A warming climate brought an end to the Ice Age 10,000 years ago, and a new landscape of hills 
emerged from the melting ice. Slowly, grasses and shrubs arrived in Scotland, followed by grazing 
animals, and the predators that fed on them. Over time lots of trees began to grow.

Habitats formed that are the basis of those that still exist today: moorland, mountain, seashore, wetland 
and woodland. Although the plants and animals that emerged after the Ice Age still exist in our area, 
some are much reduced or extinct because of changes in climate, or human interference.

Mountain

The rugged scenery of the hills around Dundee was 
shaped by glaciers.

These hills have stayed largely unchanged for 
thousands of years, making them some of the most 
natural habitats around Dundee. In many of them, the 
unique conditions support a wide range of specialist 
plants and animals.

Our mountain habitats are home to mountain hares, 
soaring golden eagles and alpine plants.

Moorland

The slopes of the Angus Glens are mostly covered by 
purple heather, berries, moss and wild grasses.

The shallow moorland soil is acidic and poor, but dwarf 
shrubs such as heather thrive here. They offer food and 
shelter for animals like grouse and red deer.

Today’s moorlands are only semi-natural. They 
dominate the landscape because they are carefully 
managed to encourage Red Grouse for the shooting 
season.

A New Landscape



Seashore

From rocky shores to sandy beaches,  the Dundee coastline 
is rich and varied. These  habitats support a range of wildlife 
including: fish, rockpool creatures, birds and dolphins. 

Much of the coastline is now developed, or has been vastly 
altered by people, but it is still a rich habitat. Thousands 
of migrant birds nest on our shores each year. Much of 
the coastline is protected to make sure these important 
populations are not lost.

Our coast is also popular with humans looking for leisure 
pursuits. These new demands need to be carefully balanced 
with the needs of the wildlife.

Woodland

Woodlands covered much of the Dundee area as the 
climate warmed after the ice age. Since then tree cover 
has dwindled due to felling, grazing and burning.

Woodlands support the widest range of species of any 
Scottish habitat. They shelter roe deer and badgers, 
squirrels, bats and many different birds.

Today, many of our forests are of introduced timber 
species rather than native trees, and much of the 
woodland is only a few hundred years old. 

Wetland

More water flows down the River Tay than any other river 
in Scotland. Its catchment dominates the area, while other 
rivers drain the Angus Glens and small burns wind towards 
the coast. 

Many rivers have been altered for agriculture and industry, 
but most of them still have good water quality and support 
rich, diverse species.

There is also a wealth of still water, from ponds and lochs 
to bogs and marshes. These waters support many fish and 
insect species, as well as otters and osprey. 
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Key Objects
Devonian Period

Ice Age

Kampecaris Forfarensis

Small invertebrates were some of the first animals to move onto 
the land.

Kampecarsis was similar to today’s millepedes, and likely lived 
in decomposing plant matter. A lot is still unknown about these 
animals, as invertebrate fossils are not very common.

Examples of animals that were present in Scotland during the Ice Age but are no longer found in here 
in the wild include; 

                            Arctic Fox                                       Reindeer (Antlers pictured)                         Snowy Owl

Mammoth Tooth

Mammoths lived during the Ice Age and are extinct relatives of elephants. 
This mammoth tooth was found locally, but it may have been carried 
across land by moving ice. It is the tooth of a young mammoth aged 
around 5 years old. At this age the mammoth would still have been living 
with its family group.

Glaciated Erratic Boulder

An erratic is a boulder that has been transported by a glacier during 
the Ice Age. We can tell that this has happened if the boulder is 
different to the size and type of rocks native to where it currently 
rests. These are helpful in indicating the different patterns in which 
ice would have flown in the Ice Age. 



Ice Age

Wildlife Objects

The Landscapes and Lives gallery features a variety of animals and plants representing the following 
habitats; 

 

Moorland                                                                       Mountain                   

Seashore                                                      Wetland                                                  Woodland
 

Large Key Objects:

Brown Bear

The brown bear has brown fur, which can vary from 
yellow-brownish to dark brown, red brown, and 
almost black in some cases. The fur is dense and can 
grow up to 10cm long. Brown bears have a round 
head with relatively small and round ears and small 
eyes. It’s claws can grow up to 10cm in length. Brown 
bears are omnivorous, feeding on fruit, roots, insects, 
mammals and carrion. It is thought that brown bears 
were present in Britain until around 500 A.D. when they 
became extinct through hunting.

Wolf

Wolves vary in colour from pure white in arctic regions, to silver, grey, 
and even reddish. European wolves, live and hunt in extended family 
packs. They hunt and kill game up to 10 times heavier than themselves. 
Wild reindeer, elk, and red deer are their favourite prey. European 
wolves will also eat much smaller animals such as mice and frogs. The 
dominant male and female mate between January and March. The 
cubs are born seven weeks later in a den dug among bushes or rocks. 
The male brings food back to the den, either by carrying it whole or by 
swallowing and then regurgitating it for the others to eat.
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Living off the Land
Small groups of people travelled into the Tay valley after the Ice Age ended 10,000 
years ago. They lived as hunters and gatherers, using the resources they needed and 
moving on. They left very little evidence. Scatters of flints, heaps of shells, and soil 
stained by cooking fires are the only signs they were here.

About 6,000 years ago, people began farming in the Tay Valley. They cleared forests 
and planted fields, changing the landscape. The population increased and people 
formed communities, with land they owned and defended. Communities carried out 
large building projects, and organised trade over great distances.



Topic Overview

The key messages of the ‘Living off the Land’ topic are: 

People travelling in small groups moved into the Tay valley after the Ice Age ended, and then later 
settled into communities and began to farm.

The Tay Valley was rich in natural resources, so could provide its inhabitants with most of their basic 
needs to live.

As people began to live in more settled communities, they could undertake more coordinated and 
larger scale activities.

Interactive Resources in the Gallery

AV - “Making a flint arrowhead”

This short audio-visual presentation shows the process of making a barbed and tanged flint 
arrowhead.  

 Suggested Activities

Conservation Project

Many of the living things featured in this gallery are now rare or extinct due to factors such as hunting 
and climate change. Research current species whose survival is under threat in your surrounding area. 
Find out why they are threatened and what impact we have on them as humans. You can create and 
support your own habitat by planting a small garden and doing things like hanging a bird feeder or 
bat box. 

Looking at Different Materials

Examine the different properties of a variety of materials in the classroom. Use feely bags to hide 
objects; pupils can work in pairs, making up clues and guessing what materials are in the bag. Bring 
in lots of different objects and sort them into categories of similar properties (eg: shiny, rough, heavy) 
Pick one type of material featured in the gallery and look at all of the different ways it can be used. On 
our website you can find a worksheet which examines the different properties of materials.
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Hunters,Fishers,Gatherers
Resources

The hunters and gatherers of the Mesolithic period – the ‘Middle Stone Age’, about 10,000 years ago  
had a varied diet. They ate many kinds of fish, birds and mammals, as well as various nuts and berries.

The hunters and gatherers of the Tay Valley began farming about 6,000 years ago. The scattered bands 
formed communities and cleared forests to create fields for planting. They grew enough crops for their 
needs, as well as extra to trade. 

Around 3,000 years ago the weather became wetter and colder. Farming became more difficult, and 
resources were stretched. Borders between communities became more sharply defined. People felt 
the need to protect themselves and their property. They built defences, using their metal-working 
skills to create weapons.  

Settlement and Activity

The people of the Tay Valley lived in houses built of timber or stone, with wattle walls, turf roofs, and 
hearths for cooking and warmth. They kept a range of livestock, and dogs to help with herding and 
hunting. 

People still fished, hunted and gathered, but they could now supplement their diet with the meat, 
vegetables and cereals they produced themselves. Chemical analysis of human skeletons shows that 
people’s diet changed from mainly seafood in the Mesolithic period, around 10,000 years ago, to 
mainly meat in the Neolithic, around 4,000 years ago. 

Ritual and Remembrance

Competition for resources grew after the climate changed around 3,000 years ago. Settlements from 
small farms to large hill forts were enclosed and defended. People depended more on weapons and 
skilled metalworkers became important members of society.

Communities in the Tay Valley worked together around 5,500 years ago to build large tombs. They 
used the tombs for many generations, visiting the dead to hold feasts and offer gifts. Sometimes they 
removed or re-arranged the bones. 

Between 4,500 and 5,300 years ago, people placed standing stones and stone circles in the landscape. 
Like the earlier shared tombs, these monuments needed a large investment of community labour. The 
orientation of stone circles often shows an interest in the movement of the sun and moon. 

New ideas that changed society came with the new technology of metal about 4,000 years ago. The 
old communal tombs were sealed off, and the dead were cremated or buried individually, sometimes 
with their possessions and other grave goods.



Hunters,Fishers,Gatherers
Dundee Law is one of the City’s favourite landmarks. People have used this vantage point for centuries, 
for many different reasons. On a clear day you can see almost 45 miles from the top of Dundee Law, 
south over the City to Fife and Perthshire, and north to the Sidlaw Hills. 

It is not a volcano - the rock that became Dundee Law was formed by a river of molten rock that 
travelled underground around 400 million years ago. Over time, this hard rock became exposed as the 
rock around it was eroded. The Law was then carved into its current shape by glaciers in the Ice Age.

Bronze Age, 4, 000 years ago

In the Bronze Age, The Law may have held ritualistic significance – people buried their dead here. 
There are reports of numerous cists, small stone -built graves.

Iron Age, 2,000 - 2,500 years ago

During the Iron Age, there was a stone and timber hill fort at the summit of the Law. The southern 
rampart has completely disappeared underneath today’s car park. The hillfort was destroyed by a fire 
hot enough to melt stone.

Roman/Romano British 1,900 years ago

The Romans must have been watched from the Law as they sailed up the Tay. Roman pottery shows 
that the hillfort on the Law was still being actively used until the end of the first century.  The Law 
might have been a Roman observation post, but the pottery found suggests that is more likely to be 
have been linked to the native people. 

Whale Mystery

During the 1995 excavations on the Law, archaeologists discovered 
part of a whale’s backbone. The bone was carried up to the Law during 
the Iron Age.  Historians do not why this happened or how it was used. 
The disc is too decayed to tell if it had been worked on or not.

People have realized the potential value of whales for oil, meat and 
bone for millennia. In the Carse Clays near Stirling numerous whale 
skeletons were found in the nineteenth century. These whales were 
stranded 6,000 years ago, at a time of extremely high sea levels when the water came far inland.  
Antler tools for removing the flesh were found near several of the skeletons.

Small boats may have been used to drive whales ashore, but hunting from boats does not seem to 
have occurred in Britain until medieval times.

Dundee Law
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Key Objects
Hunters, Fishers, Gatherers

European oak log boat. Carbon dated to AD 485.   

Travel by boat rather than on foot was easier in the 
heavily wooded landscape. Children and other members 
of the community who could not travel long distances 
on foot could be transported from place to place. It was 
also much easier to navigate rivers than dark forest paths 
- small rivers lead to large rivers, which lead to the sea.

This log boat is 8.8 metres long and has been cut 
from a single tree. There are indentations along the 
sides, suggesting that there may have been seats. It is 
estimated to have taken 150 hours to build.

Auroch skull

The auroch was the ancestor of modern cattle. Auroch 
were bigger than today’s cattle, standing 2m high 
at the shoulder. Bulls had long horns that pointed 
forwards. Auroch survived in Britain until the Bronze 
Age. Destruction of forests and hunting by man over 
thousands of years led to its extinction.

Sources of food

Sources of food for humans included small mammals, birds, plants, fish and shellfish.

                 Hedgehog                                                         Hazelnuts                                                    Cockle Shells



Key Objects
Hunters, Fishers, Gatherers

Settlement and Activity

These objects give us a glimpse into what daily life was like.

   Model round house                               Bronze leaf-shaped sword                              Domestic dog skull                

                              Bronze Socketed Axe-Head                                       Stone cup shaped lamp

Ritual and Remembrance

Jet spacer-plate necklace and bracelet
Bronze Age 3,700 - 4,000 years ago

These pieces of jewellery indicate that the owner (buried in the mound of “Bell Hillock”) was of very 
high status. No bones were found when the mound was excavated in 1919, only burned soil mixed 
with fine ash. The beads and plates of the necklace and bracelet lay on top of the burned soil with a 
Food Vessel and a worked stone.

Research by the National Museums of Scotland revealed that the necklace and bracelet found were 
made of jet from Whitby in Yorkshire. The set was made as a set by a skilled jet worker. A bronze awl or 
a wire was probably used to drill the holes through the lengths of the beads.

Jet may have been considered magical because of its electrostatic properties - it produces an electric 
‘shock’ when rubbed. The necklace and bracelet had some wear, but seem to have been fairly new 
when buried.
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The land we call Scotland was once the northern frontier of Britannia, a Roman 
province.  When the Romans arrived in Tayside they found farming communities of 
native tribes, living in scattered settlements and on fortified hill tops. The economy 
supported a warrior class and specialised craftsmen such as metal workers.

Tayside’s many independent tribes found it difficult to form a united opposition to 
the newcomers, and the Romans were able to build forts as far north as Highland 
Perthshire. 

In their writings, the Romans use various names for the local tribes. But what these 
people called themselves is unknown.

Farmers,Warriors,
Craft Workers



Topic Overview

The key messages of the ‘Farmers, Warriors, Craft Workers’ topic are: 

When Roman armies came to Tayside they encountered the communities who had lived here for 
centuries.

The Romans and existing local communities interacted with each other, and even now the Roman 
presence can be detected.

The ‘Picts’ are a people that have been indigenous to the area for thousands of years. Their culture 
shaped many aspects of life and landscape in Tayside as we know it today.

Interactive Resources in the Gallery

AV - “Pictoria”

This short audio-visual presentation, produced in conjunction with researchers at the University of 
Dundee and Manchester, shows a virtual reconstruction of the head of a Pictish woman. Her skeleton 
is on display in the gallery.

Multimedia - “The Picts”

This quiz-based multimedia explores a number of aspects of Pictish culture and daily life.

 Suggested Activities

Texture Rubbings

Examine different types of textures by creating your own rubbings of objects like stones, bark or 
coins. You can create an interesting surface to rub by covering materials like: string, bubble wrap, card 
shapes, scrunched or rolled up paper, and shells, with paper mache. This idea could be developed 
by using this technique to create Roman or Pictish symbols or letters which can be rubbed over with 
crayons.

Printmaking

Create repeat prints of Roman coins and patterns through the medium of printmaking. Pupils can 
investigate the lettering and symbols usually found on the coins and add their own Roman style self 
portrait. Draw the designs into polystyrene tiles then use a roller to roll ink over the design. Place the 
tile onto the paper and evenly roll a clean roller over the back of the tile. The opposite effect can be 
achieved by creating the design with thick string and gluing this onto the tile, then rolling the ink over 
the string and printing this. 
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The Roman Presence

The Roman presence in Tayside was a military occupation, and there is little evidence of the 
comfortable civilian life found in other parts of the Empire. Soldiers lived in temporary camps while 
they built forts, roads and signal stations.

There were times of uneasy peace, when the garrisons traded with local tribes, as well as times of open 
hostility and warfare against the invaders. 

The occupation had little permanent impact on local society. After the troops withdrew, native culture 
and art was able to flourish again. Trade continued between Britain and the rest of the Roman world. 

Impact on the Landscape

Earthworks left by the Roman occupation of Tayside are visible as ridges and bumps in the landscape, 
and as crop marks in aerial photos. The Romans built on the best land, often on or near native villages 
and farmland.  

The Romans used the River Tay to move troops and supplies. They established a fortress at Carpow 
1,800 years ago to supply a series of largely seaborne campaigns.

Pollen evidence suggests that farming increased around Roman forts, to feed the larger population. 
There was more tree clearance too, providing wood for building and opening up fields for agriculture.

Roman soldiers did all the work of building a fort themselves. Each legion had its own architects, 
engineers and masons. Enormous quantities of trees were needed to build a Roman fort: the fortress 
at Inchtuthill in Perthshire probably used around 70,000. 

The Romans introduced new species of plants and animals which created a more varied diet for 
soldiers and natives alike. Many are of these plants and animals are still grown and bred in Britain 
today.

Floor tile fragment with 
dog paw impression

Clay stamped roof tileSandstone fragment with eagle 
head and vine leaf with grapes

Living with the Romans



Links with the Locals

Only a few Roman artefacts have been found on native sites, but they are of high quality. Perhaps they 
were gifts to keep the peace with local chieftains, or items that privileged families got through trade.
 
Native farmers and merchants came into the Roman forts to pay the taxes the Romans imposed on 
them, and to sell supplies to the military. Goods from Britain - pearls, hunting dogs, woollen cloaks, 
cattle and slaves - were exported throughout the Roman Empire. 

Many soldiers supported unofficial families who lived in settlements near the forts. There were some 
native troops in the Roman army, and sons born to soldiers and local women served in it too. 

Roman soldiers had the cost of their own uniforms, weapons, bedding, food and drink, and payments 
towards the unit’s burial fund deducted from their pay. By the time all the deductions had been made, 
a soldier was left with about one fifth of his original earnings. Even so, he had security and a level of 
pay higher than he would receive as a civilian.

Towards the end of the Roman occupation there are fewer references to the names of local tribes on 
the frontier. By the fourth century, only the Picts are known north of the Forth. 
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Iron sandal hobnails and sandal studs

Roman soldiers wore caligulae military sandals or shoes with 
leather uppers, soles and insoles nailed together with hobnails. 
As well as providing traction on cross country marches, the nails 
prevented the soles from wearing out too quickly and could easily 
be repaired in the field.   

Living with the Romans

Bronze bow-brooch ‘fibula’

Used to fasten clothing such as cloaks. The arched shape holds a piece 
of cloth. Brooches are common finds on Roman sites. This one may 
have been made locally or imported from abroad.



The People of the Land

The People of the Land

The origins of the people known as Picts go back to the Iron Age, at least 2,500 years ago.  

Though they were warriors and craftsmen, and had an expert knowledge of sailing and the sea, the 
Picts were primarily farmers. Their carved symbol stones are found in the richest farmland, and many 
of today’s farms in Angus, Fife and Perth and Kinross overlie prosperous Pictish farms.

Picts disappear from the historical record in the ninth century. After that, their cultural identity 
was overtaken by the Scottish kingdom of Dalriada and by Norse invaders. But although the Picts 
disappeared from history, their systems of land organisation and kingship survived. Their place names 
survived too, showing that the people still lived here.

Picts

The Picts are often seen as a mysterious people, surrounded by myths. This is largely because no one 
knows the meaning of the symbols carved on the iconic stones they left in the landscape. None of 
their writings survive, and descriptions of them are based on brief accounts by others, often people 
they fought against.

The name ‘Picts’ is thought to come from the Latin Pictii or ‘painted’. We do not know what they called 
themselves. They spoke a language that was probably a form of Celtic similar to that spoken in Wales, 
Cornwall and Brittany. It was not Gaelic: the Gaelic-speaking Irish saint Columba needed interpreters 
when he ventured into Pictland. The Picts had their own distinct culture, and interacted with their 
contemporaries in Britain and abroad. 

Archaeology is now moving beyond studying the symbol stones to investigate Pictish settlements and 
burial practices. Perhaps this way we can learn more about Pictish people and their lives.



The People of the Land
Messages from the Stones

Large stones, carved by Pictish craftsmen with symbols and scenes, were erected in the landscape 
throughout Pictland. These stones are the most identifiable objects associated with Pictish culture. 
Much effort has gone into trying to decipher their symbols.

The earliest stones are natural boulders decorated with geometric shapes, stylized objects and well-
observed animals. Later stones are shaped into crosses. Pictish symbols appear together with Christian 
motifs and secular scenes of battle and hunting. These images give us an idea of how privileged Picts 
dressed, and of the possessions they wished to display.

After Scots from Dalriada began to influence Pictish culture, stone carvers did away with Pictish 
symbols. They created highly decorated crosses, with abstract patterns on both sides that incorporate 
elements of both Northumbrian and Irish art.

Ogham is a system of writing that originated in Ireland. It consists of lines inscribed across a baseline. 
It appears on a few Pictish stones. Most of the Pictish inscriptions have been interpreted as personal 
names. 

Pictish Symbols

Striking symbols on stones in the landscape are the most recognizable legacy of the Picts.  Geometric 
shapes are the most common motif, but stylized every-day objects and well-observed animals 
from Celtic mythology also appear. There are also mythical creatures and fabulous beasts.   Pictish 
symbols appear alone and together with Christian imagery and secular scenes of battle and hunting. 
These symbols had a currency and meaning throughout Pictland and must have been immediately 
intelligible. There are many known stones across a wide geographical area, but the repertoire of 
symbols is quite small. The meaning of the symbols was not limited to stones and symbols are found 
incised on some portable objects: metalwork and stone discs as well as cave walls. The symbols and 
perhaps the stones themselves seem to have lost their meaning after Scots from Dalriada began to 
influence Pictish culture and the meaning is completely lost to us today.
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Fragment of Pictish Cross-slab

Red sandstone: on the front there are traces of a key pattern at the foot of the 
cross-shaft, and in a panel to the right of the shaft, a fish monster and serpent 
twisted together. On the other face, there are remains of a panel containing an 
elephant symbol.



Key Objects
Living with the Romans

Devonian Period Objects

Ice Age Objects

Lorica scale armour (lorica squamata) 208-211 AD 

This fragment is the remains of a scale covered shirt called 
a lorica squamata. It is combination of linen, leather and 
sheet bronze.  The individual bronze scales have been sewn 
with cords onto the flax linen backing.

Scale armour is one of the oldest styles of protective 
equipment.  It was widely used by the Roman military in 
the infantry and cavalry over a long period of time. It was 
flexible and allowed movement while providing good 
protection. It was also not difficult to repair - a broken scale 
could easily be replaced .There are many illustrations of 
lorica, but actual finds usually only consist of individual 
scales. It is extremely rare to find the leather and textiles 
still intact. 

This lorica was deliberately deposited when Carpow was 
abandoned and might have been awaiting repair. The 
leather laces were unravelling and some of the binding had 
become detached before the armour was placed in the pit.

Clay Amphora, with stamped handles, 208-211 AD

Amphorae are large capacity vessels. Many have stamps from Southern 
Spain, and may have contained olive oil. Others probably held wine or a 
fish sauce called ‘garum’. There is also evidence for fine wine being mixed 
with the herb ‘horehound’ to form a cough medicine.

Stamped amphora handle 160 -210 AD

Ingredients imported into Roman military sites from all over 
the Roman Empire resulted in a more elaborate and seasoned 
style of cooking than the simple meat and vegetable stews 
of the Iron Age. The Romans introduced crops and animals 
that remain part of British life today: chickens, garlic, onions, 
cabbages, peas, turnips, rosemary, thyme, bay and basil. More 
productive grains made bread a more important part of the 
British diet. Stamped inscriptions help us identify what food 
would have been held in amphorae.
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Ice Age Objects

The People of the Land

Benvie cross slab or warrior slab:  1,200 years ago

The upper part of this stone shows a man with elaborately 
styled curly hair and a long moustache. This is very Celtic in 
style. The lower part of the stone shows a helmeted warrior. He 
is a knight or a body guard.

The Picts were farmers, horse breeders and craftsmen, but they 
most commonly depict themselves as warriors.

Unlike Saxons and Northumbrians, Pictish warriors were not 
buried with their weapons. The best evidence for weapons 
comes from the images on stones. The Benvie riders carry long 
spears, small round shields and swords.

‘Pictoria’ Skeleton

We still do not know enough about the people that lived during 
Pictish times. However, thanks to “Pictoria”, we have been able to 
find out a little more.

“Pictoria” stood between 155 cm and 163 cm tall, and died 
sometime in her late twenties to early thirties. Her cause of death 
did not leave its mark on her bones, and is therefore open to 
question. An analysis of her teeth has shown that she grew up not 
far from where she was eventually laid to rest.

She was fairly well nourished, showing only a slight iron deficiency, 
and had a full set of teeth at the time of her death. Only one sign 
of her activities during life left an imprint on her skeleton. Her 
left shoulder showed signs of heavy use, with the left shoulder 
muscles much more developed than those in the right shoulder. 
The bones in the left shoulder did not fuse properly, indicating 
that she had been heavily using that shoulder before she was fully 
grown.  

A variety of Pictish stones
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The Development 
of the Town

Dundee - a place that grew from a tiny village in 1200 into a densely populated town by 
1850. How did this happen, and how did these changes affect Dundonians? 

Trade, politics, work and war all played their part. They influenced the lives of the town’s 
people, and determined the success of the town. 



Topic Overview

The key messages of the ‘The Development of the Town’ topic are: 

Between 1200 and 1800 Dundee grew from a tiny settlement into a densely populated town, as its 
inhabitants worked, traded, and experienced religious and political upheaval.

Merchants took advantage of Dundee’s prime position on the River Tay to make Dundee a leading 
Scottish town.

Different employment opportunities played key roles in Dundee up until the 1800s.

Interactive Resources in the Gallery

Multimedia - “Time Machine”

This interactive multimedia employs a ‘virtual time machine’ that allows visitors to explore aspects of 
the development of the town using four key dates - 1299, 1543, 1652 and 1750.   

 Suggested Activities

James Chalmers

An information sheet in this pack provides information on James Chalmers, the Dundonian inventor 
of the adhesive postage stamp. As a creative writing exercise ask the class to write a letter from the 
perspective of James Chalmers. On our website you can find a worksheet which supports this activity. 
As a class, collect different postal stamps and research the stories behind their designs; pupils can 
create their own stamp designs for their letters.

Role Play

This topic covers a variety of jobs and trades that could be examined through role play. The topic of 
national and international trade during Dundee’s time as a royal burgh can be linked in with modern 
enterprise. Pupils can investigate what items Dundee traded in the past and what products are traded 
today.
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The Royal Burgh
How did Dundee become a Royal Burgh?

Living in towns was quite a new idea in 1191, when Dundee was made a 
Royal Burgh by King William 1st of Scotland. No written document from 
King William confirming Dundee’s status has ever been found. King Robert 
the Bruce issued a new charter approving Dundee as a Royal Burgh in 1327.

Being a Royal Burgh gave Dundee official power and status over other local 
communities, although it was probably already an important centre and 
market place for the surrounding area.

Making places like Dundee into Royal Burghs helped both the town and the King. Amongst other 
things, being a Royal Burgh allowed Dundee to hold markets. If Dundee made more money through 
trade, the royal family made more money through taxes.

Royal Burghs lasted a very long time. They were only fully abolished in 1975 when local government 
was reorganised.

Privileges and Duties of a Royal Burgh

The rights that Dundee enjoyed as a Royal Burgh came with certain responsibilities. Only Royal Burghs, 
and not other towns or villages, had the right to hold markets and collect taxes. At Dundee’s market 
people could buy food, cloth, and luxury goods that they could not produce themselves.

However, nearly all the Royal Burghs had to send a representative to the Scottish parliament. If they 
did not, they were fined. In 1592 Dundee paid a fine of £20 Scots (about £240 in today’s money). 

The King could also request help from a Royal Burgh at any time. In 1357, Dundee was one of only four 
Royal Burghs asked to guarantee the ransom for King David 2nd.

Public Buildings

Organising and running a town can be difficult for the people in charge! Public buildings were built to 
help do this job. They were sources of pride that reflected Dundonians’ ambition and spirit.

Dundee did have a castle, but we know very little about it. It existed from around 1200 until the early 
1300s, perched on Castle Hill, a rocky outcrop near the present day Castle Street. A small part of the 
rock is still visible at the front of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church.

In 1731 the Town Council commissioned William Adam, a leading architect, to build the Town House. 
Located in the High Street, it was perhaps the most beautiful Town House in Scotland. The size of the 
Customs House, which still stands near the Harbour, showed the trading wealth of Dundee.



The Royal Burgh
Trade

From 1200 onwards Dundee’s local, national and international trading operations went from strength 
to strength. 

Dundonians exported and imported goods and products ranging from guns to oranges. They made 
money and provided jobs. This was all made possible by the River Tay being on Dundee’s doorstep. 
Today it’s hard to understand what a vital role the Tay used to play in Dundonians’ lives.

Local and National Trade Links

Dundee’s location beside a major river, and in the middle of fertile countryside, made it a perfect place 
for a trading port and market town.

Meat, wool, and all sorts of other goods were brought in from the countryside to feed and clothe 
Dundee’s inhabitants. The town’s merchants also exported goods through the port. 

Finds of medieval pottery show that Dundee merchants were bringing in goods from both Scotland 
and England. There are many different types of pottery from this time, including “East Coast White 
Gritty Ware”, which was probably made in Fife, Lothian, and the Borders from around 1100 to 1400. 
“Yorkshire Ware” came from Yorkshire around 1200 to 1300.

Local towns, including Perth, Forfar and Montrose, competed with Dundee to control trade in the area.

International Trade

France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Scandinavia, the Baltic, the USA - Dundee has traded goods all over 
the world.

By the 1500s Dundee’s extensive trade network had helped to make it one of the wealthiest towns in 
Scotland, second only to Edinburgh. 

Dundee merchants used the harbour and the town’s Royal Burgh rights to import and export as many 
goods as possible to as many places as possible. It was a very busy place, with visitors from different 
countries mixing with locals. Dundonian merchants even set up bases in Europe.

Animal skins and fish were key exports. Early textile traders exported coarse woollen cloth, but 
linen became more important after 1700. When the linen industry declined in the 1830s, merchants 
imported more and more jute. 

Imported goods included wood, iron and flax, along with more exotic items like oranges and lemons.

Trading
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Employment

What job would you have done if you had lived in Dundee between 1200 and 1800?

Dundee was an important regional centre, with people doing all sorts of jobs to provide others with 
goods and services.

People worked as furniture makers, silversmiths, weavers, and gun makers. There were cooks, 
gardeners, rat catchers, grooms for horses, fishmongers, butchers, and teachers.

Merchants belonged to the Guildry of Dundee, which controlled trade in the town. They imported and 
exported many goods, including cloth, wood, pottery, food and wine.

But Dundee still had widespread unemployment and poverty. Most jobs had low wages and long 
hours. Unless the men of the family belonged to an Incorporation, a Society, or the Guildry, families 
often had to rely on the Church for help when times were hard.

The Trades in Dundee

Trade incorporations were formed by groups of craftsmen for mutual help 
and protection, and to further their own professional interests. They were very 
influential organisations.

The “Nine Trades” joined forces in 1581. The Trades were the Baxters (Bakers), 
Cordiners (Shoemakers), Skinners (Glovemakers), Tailors, Bonnetmakers, 
Fleshers (Butchers), Hammermen, Websters (Weavers) and the Litsters (Dyers 
who amalgamated with the Waukers or fullers of cloth to become the Dyers). 
The Nine Trades still work as a charitable organisation and help to promote 
education in the city.

Another important grouping was the Three United Trades, created in 1741. This 
included the Masons, Wrights and Slaters.

A man would enter an Incorporation as an “Apprentice”, before becoming a “Journeyman”. 
He could then become a “Master”, but only if he was the son or son-in-law of an existing Master, 
or was a burgess of Dundee. 

Each Trade enjoyed a monopoly over their particular craft from medieval times until 1846. 

Employment



Employment
James Ivory (1729 - 1793)

You need a tremendous amount of skill to make clocks and watches by hand. Dundee had numerous 
skilled clock and watchmakers, and James Ivory was one of the best. He supplied clocks and watches 
to the wealthy, and produced high quality goods that included the clock for St Andrew’s Church in the 
Cowgate.

James Ivory was a burgess of Dundee in 1767, he served as a Town Councilor from 1768-1789, and he 
was also a member of the Hammermen Incorporation. This craft society included all the metal working 
trades in Dundee and was one of the town’s Nine Trades.

The tradition of watchmaking in Dundee was later famously continued by Timex, who introduced 
the first “Timex” wristwatch from their Dundee factory in 1950. In the 1970s, using mass production 
methods, Timex was the largest supplier of watches in the UK.

King Crispin’s Parade

There is a wonderful painting that runs along the top of the wall in 
the gallery. It is over ten metres long and shows a procession that 
took place until the late 1700s, in which Dundee’s Cordiners 
(shoemakers) celebrated their Patron Saint, Crispin.  The painting 
was hung around the walls of the Cordiners’ Room in the Trades Hall 
(the meeting place of the Nine Trades of Dundee) until it was 
demolished in 1878. It was originally painted by a house painter 
called Alexander Methven around 1778, but he died before it was finished. It was not completed until 
1825, by local artist Henry Harwood.

The parade probably became “King” Crispin’s rather than “St.” Crispin’s after the reformation, to comply 
with post-reformation attitudes. The festival of St Crispin was common in other parts of Europe, where 
shoemakers led solemn processions and less solemn merry-making.

Some of the characters in the painting include:

King Crispin - He wears contemporary clothing, appropriately colourful, with a train, a crown and a 
sceptre. 
The Black Prince - He is wearing a Turkish style dress. He is armed with a large bow and quiver, and 
brandishes a short battleaxe.
The Archbishop of Canterbury - In contemporary dress, including fur-trimmed red tippet and a gold 
chain. He is the only man wearing a full-bottomed wig. 
The Champion - Astride his horse and wearing a classic suit of armour from around 1500 to 1600. He 
carries his sword unsheathed.
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James Chalmers

Advertising Card

This card advertises the products stocked by James Chalmers, Bookseller, 
Stationer and Printer, 10 Castle Street, Dundee.

Ruthven Printing Press used at Chalmer’s printing office

The first impressions of Chalmer’s adhesive stamp were taken on this 
press at his printing office at 79 High Street, Dundee.

Letter from James Chalmers dated 9 Dec 1837

Letter from James Chalmers to Rowland Hill, December 9 1837, regarding the 
establishment of a stamp postal service. 

James Chalmers (1782-1853)

It’s pretty easy to post a letter today - you only have to stick a stamp 
on an envelope and post it! But who originally thought of sticking a 
stamp on an envelope?

It was a Dundee businessman called James Chalmers. In 1809 he moved 
to Dundee from Arbroath, and became a successful bookseller, publisher 
and printer. A talented businessman, James felt strongly that the postal 
services of the time were inefficient, so he devised schemes to improve 
them.

He developed an idea for people to pay for sending their mail in advance, using adhesive stamps and 
envelopes. He submitted this idea to the government, and it eventually became part of the scheme for 
running the “Penny Post” service.

But it was Rowland Hill, the government official appointed to operate the scheme, who got public 
acclaim at the time. Chalmers died without any such appreciation, and after his death his family fought 
hard to have his contribution recognised.



James Chalmers

Letter from James Chalmers dated 9 Dec 1837

Letter from James Chalmers to Rowland Hill, December 9 1837, regarding the 
establishment of a stamp postal service. 

Dundee Silver

“Fithie salver” - This silver communion plate is a star object in 
the gallery. It is one of the most interesting pieces of Scottish 
silver still in existence., circular in form, its inscription reads:  
“John Fithie, for the love of the four churches of Dundee and to 
celebrate the Holy Supper, gave this silver vessel in gift, 1665” 

Dundee Silversmiths

From the 1660s to the 1850s Dundee, like other major Scottish 
towns, had its own highly skilled silversmiths. They produced 
a wide range of domestic wares for people with the money to 
buy such luxury goods.

Dundee-made silver had its own distinctive town mark – a pot 
of lilies, taken from the burgh’s arms. This is often stamped 
alongside the maker’s own mark. Dundee silver was of excellent 
quality, being both substantial and well-made. Today it is highly sought after by collectors.

The old expression, “Born with a silver spoon in your mouth”, means that you come from a well-off 
family. By the 1800s some aspiring families had started to use silver spoons at meal times as a sign of 
their “respectability”.

This Bullet Teapot got its name because the shape
 echoed that of the spherical musket balls of the period.  
One of Dundee’s best silversmiths, Alexander Johnston, 
made it around 1740. Amazingly, it was formed or 
‘hand-raised’ from a flat sheet of silver by hammering it; 
the end result is a superb piece of craftsmanship which 
is typical of the high quality of the best Scottish 
provincial silver. Of course, it also points to Dundee’s 
prosperity and affluence during the period. With its 
rococo spout and flat-chasing, this is a development 
from the earlier form of bullet teapot around 1730 
which had a straight spout. 30



The Royal Burgh

Key Objects

Living in Dundee

Pirley Pig, Dated 14th. March 1602 

This Dundee Council ‘Pirley Pig’ or money box, was used to collect fines 
from members who absented themselves from council meetings.

Silver Groat of King Robert 2nd of Scotland,

This coin was minted in Dundee. There was a mint in Dundee during the 
reign of King Robert 2nd in the late 14th century, when silver groats, half-
groats, pennies and halfpennies were turned out, although output was 
always less than that of Perth or Edinburgh.

Ceramic Dundee Civic Punch Bowl, 1785,

This punch bowl was presented to the Burgh Council of 
Dundee by Captain Charles Stewart of the ship “Belmont”. 
This large gold and coloured bowlis very ornate. Its 
inscription reads “Success to the City of Dundee 1785“.

Jacobite flag

This flag is an amazing survivor of the Battle of 
Culloden in 1746. Other flags captured at Culloden 
were taken to Edinburgh and burned. However 
Captain John Kinloch, who carried the flag at 
Culloden, hid it at Logie House near Kirriemuir. It 
was rediscovered in 1920 when the effects of the 
house were sold.



The Royal Burgh

Key Objects

Living in Dundee

Beggar’s Badge, 1549

This is the oldest known surviving example of a 
Scottish Beggar’s Badge. A lead circle with a loop 
at the top for hanging, the obverse bears a crude 
representation of the arms of Dundee (a pot of 
lilies, supported by two dragons) and around the 
edge reads “DEI DONUM 1549”.
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Processional spear used by the Order of St Crispin

Tinned iron candlesticks, used at 
wakes and available for hire from 

the Wright Trade of Dundee 

Wooden Armchair

Dark brown wood armchair with turned legs and 
spindle back. The design for this particular chair 
was registered as the ‘Albert’ and was intended for 
use in public halls.

Fob watch made 
by James Ivory 

Long case 
clock made by 
Alexander Kelt



Glossary

Bronze Age
4000 years ago; a period of time between the Stone Age and the Iron Age when people first began to 
use bronze to make weapons, tools, etc.
 
Burgess
A person (freeman) with special rights, who lived in a royal burgh. 

Dalriada
A former Gaelic kingdom on the west of Scotland.
 
Devonian Period
416-360 million years ago; a geological period of great tectonic activity, during which the first fish 
evolved legs.

Ice Age
2.588 million - 12000 years ago; a period of time when thick sheets of ice called glaciers covered the 
land, causing huge changes to the Earth’s surface.

Iron Age
2000-2500 years ago; a period of time when people first began to smelt iron in order to make tools 
and other implements.

Mesolithic
12000-6500 years ago; A period otherwise known as the “middle stone age“, which began after the Ice 
Age.

Neolithic
6500-4300 years ago; A period otherwise known as the “new stone age“, this was the final period of the 
stone age.
 
Picts
Ancient inhabitants of Northern and Central Scotland, of uncertain origin.

Volcano
A rupture or opening in the Earth’s crust that allows magma, ash and gases to escape from below the 
surface. 
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